The new leases standard - IFRS 16
Scope of the new standard and its relevant effects

The new leasing standard comes into
effect from 1st January 2019. Why is it a
relevant topic in 2017?

In order to have the data of comparative
period it is necessary to prepare as soon
as possible for the implementation.
The data from 31st December 2017 – as
opening data – must be presented
according to the new leasing standard
in case of full retrospective application
of the standard.

Who is affected by the new leasing
standard?

Every IFRS applying corporate is
affected by the changes coming with the
standard.

What are the most important
changes in the new leasing standard?

The rented assets and the related
payment obligation must be
presented in the Balance Sheet.
This modifies the previously known
operating and finance lease model
for lessees and a new uniform lease
accounting model will be adopted.

Important questions for lessee’s

Business effects

Processes

Accounting

• Necessity of impact analysis for balance
sheet and income statement;

• Development of IT systems;

• Classification of contracts;

• Collecting the necessary data
for rental contract and database
maintaining;

• Retrieving, storing and keeping track
of future contract modification data
for contracts that are relevant to the
new leasing standard;

• Changes in KPIs and credit covenants;
• Impact analysis for compensation and
bonuses;
• Procurement strategy: Leasing or
purchase?;
• The borrowing costs and the overall
rating of the company can be
influenced.

• Increase of information requirement
connected to leases and increase of
administrative burden;

• Identification of contracts and their
accounting treatment;

• Modification of internal approval
processes for new rental contracts;

• Preparation of a related accounting
policy;

• Training of financial and other
relevant departments;

• Examination the scope of possible
exemptions;

• Internal control of processes and
accounting for lease contracts.

• Determining asset-depreciation
accounting methodology derived by
leasing contracts; annual review of its
useful life
• Examination of need for impairment
of assets that are presented in
balance sheet due to leases
• Effects for deferred tax

How can Deloitte help?

Review
of leasing
contracts

Business and
accounting
advisory

• Identification
of internal
participants and
contracts
• Identification of
major discretion
points

IT
systems
and data

• Conversion
and continuous
impact analysis

• Examination of the
current accounting
system

• Internal control
and change in
processes

• Contract database
building

• Modeling of
procurement
decisions (leasing
or purchase).

• Examination
completeness
and accuracy of
databases

Human
resources

Training

• The effect of new
leasing standards
on the corporates’
KPI-s.

Personalized
education:

• Communication
of any contract
change

• Financial or nonfinancial area

• Management
training

• Business or
accounting
orientated area

• Innosys complex
software solution
• Testing of software
installation and
maintenance.
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